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Le sens du mystère, c'est d'être tout le temps dans l'équivoque, dans les double, triple 
aspects, des soupçons d'aspect (images dans images), formes qui vont être, ou qui le 
seront selon l'état d'esprit du regardeur. Toutes choses plus que suggestives, puis-
qu'elles apparaissent.  
Odilon Redon, À soi-même, journal (1867-1915), Paris, 1922, p. 97  
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It is in pursuit of this knowledge that Kerez declares architectonic space as a postulate: 
architecture can be presented through the medium of architecture itself. He builds a 
space as an architectonic project in Bruno Giacometti’s Swiss Pavilion. This space is an 
experience that takes place at a specific location and justifies itself there.  It is meant to 
stand only for itself, as a claim or a thesis; not to serve as an illustration of some other 
space beyond itself, or gesture toward some particular tendency in architecture.  

With this as a starting point, Kerez’s «Incidental Space» attempts to explore the outer 
limits of what can be achieved in architecture today. How can you use the medium of ar-
chitecture to contemplate an architectural space that is entirely abstract and as complex 
as possible? How could this kind of imaginary space even be visualized, and how could it 
be produced? The goal of this project was not to create a built space using any specific 
construction method, design method, or spatial program. Instead, with the help of an ab-
stract architectural objective, it aimed to produce an «atomized» space, a small space 
with maximum possible complexity and with infinite interior extension – a space whose 
visual character cannot be something easily decoded, that doesn’t depict or represent 
any other space, that defies univocality and withdraws from any unambiguous legibility. In 
short, Christian Kerez sought to create a space that in no way corresponds to what ar-
chitecture has hitherto considered to be architectural space.  

An assignment formulated in this way demands a design process far removed from the 
intentionality of artistic sovereignty. Thus, an «incidental» gypsum cast is interpreted as 
a spatial model to fill the Sala di Pittura of the Swiss Pavilion in Venice. Through the cou-
pling and sequencing of craftsmanship and digital processes, utilizing various technical 
translation assistants, a detail-rich architectonic space appears, which reveals the 
greatest complexity possible. Besides this physically built architectonic space being the 
inducement for this endeavor, the space created exists simultaneously in various condi-
tions of aggregation of a cloud of data, all of which are of equal value and reciprocally and 
in conjunction constitute «Incidental Space» as a project. In the exhibition in the Swiss 
Pavilion this is revealed through a monumental wallpaper in the Sala di Scultura displaying 
renderings of the digital scan – which are not mere illustrations but the building plans for 
the space – and corresponding photographic details of the physical model as wallpapers – 
scaled 1:1 to the built space. Since the space is highly complex in visual terms, decoding it 
presents a challenge to the viewer: thanks to the sheer multiplicity of possible readings, 
in its material presence a moment of resistance is produced, stimulating reflection. 

With his project, Kerez reveals the extent to which the depiction of architecture can alter 
the very nature and possibilities of architecture. Incorporating the ephemeral aspect of 
an exhibition «Incidental Space» could only be achieved at this specific moment in time 
using the latest technologies and all available resources, extended research groundwork 
and expertise of an extensive network of collaborators. In this sense it positively reflects 
the potential of architectural production as an interdisciplinary practice of architecture 
beyond the building. This reality demands for an intensive exchange between research 
and architectural practice, as well as highly technicalized interdisciplinary collaboration 
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among architects, engineers, art experts and specialists in digital production.  
 
The task of architecture time and again must be to provide food for thought by setting it-
self new frontiers that change received notions of and about architecture. Referring to 
the title of this year’s La Biennale di Venezia by Alejandro Aravena «Reporting from the 
Front» the project and exhibition «Incidental Space» does not recount a front elsewhere 
but transfers and produces one in Venice.  
 
Talk: ARCH+ features #50, 28 May 2016, 4 – 5 pm at the Chiesa della Misericordia, 
Campo de l’Abazia, 30121 Venice-Cannaregio 
 
In conjunction with the opening of the Architecture Biennale, architects Arno Brandlhuber 
and Christian Kerez will discuss their contributions to this year’s Biennale with philoso-
pher Armen Avanessian, photographer Erica Overmeer, and film director Christopher 
Roth. The discussion will be moderated by Sandra Oehy, curator of the Swiss Pavilion, and 
Anh-Linh Ngo, editor of ARCH+. Foregrounding this discussion are two issues that ARCH+ 
has prepared especially for the Architecture Biennale. They take different perspectives 
on the autonomy and agency of architecture: «Legislating Architecture», a collaboration 
with Arno Brandlhuber and Tobias Hönig, investigates how law creates design, as well as 
the inverse: can design be applied to the pre-architectural realm? A report from archi-
tecture’s legislative front. «Release Architecture», a collaboration with Christian Kerez 
and Sandra Oehy, takes off from the spatial intervention in the Swiss Pavilion. How far 
can we push the boundaries of architectural space? A report from architecture’s specu-
lative front. The print Feature in Legislating Architecture is devoted to photographer Eri-
ca Overmeer who has conceived a 24-pages photo essay. In Release Architecture the 
Feature in turn presents the installation by Christian Kerez in the Swiss Pavilion. In coop-
eration with Goethe-Institut and Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts Council. Limited seats avail-
able. 
 
Publications available accompanying the project 
Release Architecture, edited in collaboration with Sandra Oehy and Christian Kerez, 
takes off from the spatial intervention in the Swiss Pavilion. How far can we push the 
boundaries of architectural space? A report from architecture’s speculative front, with 
contributions by Hubertus Adam, Armen Avanessian, Jonathan Banz, Arno Brandlhuber, 
Mario Carpo, Hans Frei, Adi Grüninger, Adam Jasper, Christian Kerez, Adam Lowe, Hugo 
Mesquita, Timothy Morton, Sandra Oehy, Ala Roushan, Karin Sander, Hito Steyerl, Stephan 
Trüby, Philip Ursprung, Nikolai von Rosen, and Mechtild Widrich. ARCH+ Verlag GmbH, Aa-
chen 2016. Editors: Nikolaus Kuhnert, Anh-Linh Ngo, ARCH+, with Sandra Oehy and Chris-
tian Kerez, 152 Pages, many illustrations, 23.5 x 29.7 cm, soft cover, € 18,-, ISBN 978-3-
931435- 35-6  (English), ISBN 978-3-931435-37-0 (German). 
 
«Incidental Space» at the Swiss Pavilion is accompanied by a supplement published by 
TEC21 which closely follows the development of this enigmatic space at the Biennale Ar-
chitettura 2016. The publication explains the genesis of a form of architecture that was 
intended to be different and was built to challenge everything we are familiar with, 
demonstrating the far-ranging possibilities of digital technology and interdisciplinary col-
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laboration. It includes contributions from Hubertus Adam, Benjamin Dillenburger, Chris-
tian Kerez, Joseph Schwartz and Judit Solt. All technical articles are available in English 
on www.espazium.ch, the website of the trilingual online platform, Espazium, publisher for 
TEC21. TEC21 - Schweizerische Bauzeitung, Zurich 2016. Published weekly, 40 issues per 
year; ISSN number: 1424-800X; 142. Year. Circulation: 11216 (WEMF-certified). Publisher: 
Espazium - Der Verlag für Baukultur. Editor-in-chief: Judit Solt. Reprint from TEC21 
23/2016. Editors: Judit Solt, Thomas Ekwall, TEC21, with Sandra Oehy, 16 pages, numer-
ous illustrations, soft cover. 
 
A longer text on the project by the curator Sandra Oehy is available in the digital ver-
sion of the press kit. 
 
With the invitation of Alejandro Aravena, Christian Kerez is also contributing to the main 
Pavilion of the Biennale with «Jardim Colombo: a Selective Chronology». As with his pro-
ject at the Swiss Pavilion, Kerez does not present a finished theme or project. Instead he 
examines the architecture of favelas using the example of the extension of a favela in São 
 Paulo and the underlying research by Hugo Mesquita. 
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Development and production in collaboration with  
ETH Zürich, Departement of Architecture:  
Benjamin Dillenburger –Assistant Professor for Digital Building Technologies  
Joseph Schwartz – Chair of Structural Design 
Karin Sander – Chair of Architecture and Art 
Ludger Hovestadt – Chair of Computer-Aided Architectural Design 
Christian Kerez – Chair of Architecture and Design 
Alessandro Tellini – Raplap D-Arch ETHZ  
ETH Zurich, Department of Computer Science: 
Daniele Panozzo and Olga Sorkine-Hornung – Interactive Geometry Lab 
 

                                      
                 
               

               
 
 

  
 

 

             
 
 
Team Christian Kerez Zurich AG / Chair of Christian Kerez at ETH Zurich: 
Team leaders: Joni Kaçani, Lea Grunder 
Collaborators: Melina Mezari, Poltak Pandjaitan, Nicolò Krättli, Adi Grüninger, Oliver Dubu-
is, Florian Christopher Seedorf, Hermes Kìller, Nicholas Hoban, Gianna Ledermann, Jann 
Erhard, Dimitrios Katsis, Victoria Fard 
Students Biennale Atelier: Antoine Bargain, Marco Carraro, Monika Dobrakowska, Victo-
ria Fard, Micol Galeotti, Tommaso Gomiero, Martina Ivancic, Katia Jancikic, Dimitrios 
Katsis, Michel Kessler, Jens Knöpfel, Yiqiu Liu, Niti Malik, Iacopo Manini, Alessandro Mazza, 
Giulia Migliaccio, Francesca Pasqual, Matija Peric, Simona Quagliano, Wilhelm Reitzer, Luca 
Rizzo, Rina Rolli, Yuki Shimizu, Michael Thoma, Joana Tschopp, Nathanael Weiss 
 
Graphic design and visual communication 
Ludovic Balland Typography Cabinet 
 
Media partner 
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We’d like to extend our heartfelt thanks to Catherine Dumont d’Ayot and Matthias Hofer, 
as well as to Daniel Bachmann, Brigitte Beck, Cleoriana Benacloche, Matthias Bernhard, 
Conradin Bernoulli, Dimitri Bruni, Martyn Carter, Alvise Draghi, Serge d’Urach, Hans Frei, 
Lisa Giordano, Christophe Girot, Marcela Gschliesser, Kathrin Jira, Hyunchul Kwon, Peri-
klis Kyriakidis, Luana Labriola, Felix Lehnerer (Kunstgiesserei St. Gallen), Alvaro Lopez, 
Nicole Opel, Karl Rühle, Ludovic Varone, Nikolai von Rosen,   C

 

Further information is available at www.biennials.ch. 
 
Media information 
Switzerland: Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia Press Office 
Sabina Schwarzenbach | Head of Communication | Pro Helvetia | T +41 44 267 71 39 
sschwarzenbach@prohelvetia.ch 
 
International: Rhiannon Pickles PR 
Caroline Widmer | Rhiannon Pickles PR | M +44 (0) 790 884 8075 | caroline@picklespr.com 
 
High resolution press photos and media release available for download: 
https://biennials.ch/home/NewsDetail.aspx?NewsId=72 
 

 
 
Notes for editors 
 
Christian Kerez, the exhibitor 
Swiss architect Christian Kerez, born 1962 in Maracaibo (Venezuela), will be responsible 
for the Swiss Pavilion exhibition at the 15th International Architecture Exhibition – La Bi-
ennale di Venezia. Kerez studied at ETH Zurich and has been teaching there as Professor 
of Architecture and Design since 2009. Recently, Christian Kerez received international 
praise for his proposal for a commercial tower building in Zhengzhou, China, and a large-
scale social housing development project in Brazil. In Switzerland he has made a name for 
himself with the construction of a new school in Leutschenbach. The compact building is 
characterised by huge steel lattice formwork and a top-floor gym offering a panoramic 
view. The load-bearing structure, material and spatial concept form a unity that is both 
clear and complex. The conceptual stringency of Kerez’s designs also becomes apparent 
in his «house with one wall», a two-family home in Zurich-Witikon formed from a single 
slab of concrete.  
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Kerez seeks to enable a new spatial experience that can only be brought about by archi-
tecture. Within the design process, he combines fundamental considerations with the 
question of how a specific architectural concept can make a worthwhile contribution to 
the everyday.  
 
Sandra Oehy, the curator 
The «Incidental Space» exhibition by Christian Kerez at the 15th International Architecture 
Exhibition of la Biennale di Venezia will be curated by art historian Sandra Oehy. Together 
with the general commissioners Alex Lehnerer and Savvas Ciriacidis, she curated the 
German contribution «Bungalow Germania» for the 14th International Architecture Exhi-
bition – La Biennale di Venezia, in 2014. From 2010 to 2013, she was Co-Director of Van 
Horbourg, an artspace for contemporary art in Basel and in Zurich, and also worked as an 
independent curator. Oehy has realised group and solo exhibitions with artists including 
Armin Linke, William Forsythe, Simon Denny, Stan Douglas, HR Giger, Rico Scaglio-
la/Michael Meier, Bas Princen, Pennacchio Argentato and Quinn Latimer. She studied His-
tory of Art, Political Science and Sociology at the University of Zurich. Since 2014, she 
has been a member of the cantonal art purchasing committee in the canton of Zug.   
 
Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia 
Pro Helvetia is mandated by the Swiss Confederation to promote artistic creation in Swit-
zerland, contribute to cultural exchange at home, promote the dissemination of Swiss cul-
ture abroad and foster cultural outreach. It is responsible for Swiss contributions to the 
several editions of Art and Architecture biennials in Venice. Switzerland has taken part in 
the Biennale Architettura since 1991 and the Art Biennale since 1920.
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«Incidental Space»  
A Project by Christian Kerez  
 
A dialogue à distance between Sandra Oehy and Christian Kerez, curator and architect, 
respectively, of the Swiss Pavilion at the 15th Architecture Biennale in Venice. 
 

All architecture is exhibitionist. Exhibitions are not simply sites for the display of 
architecture, they are sites for the incubations of new forms of architecture and 
new ways of thinking about architecture.  
� Beatriz Colomina 

 
An architecture biennale can be more than a place to simply represent and celebrate the 
status quo in architectural production. The Biennale’s state of exception and its spatial 
distance from where people normally work open up a space for examining and critically 
questioning the conditions of everyday work and production. Although, technologically 
speaking, more is possible today than ever before, in recent years architects’ creative 
latitude has been greatly reined in by an enormous—and growing—burden of rules and 
regulations. Against this background, the architectural exhibition is becoming an ever 
more relevant medium for a critical practice of architecture. Understood in these terms, 
an exhibition is no longer just a place for representing architecture ex post facto, as it is 
still often treated today. Instead, the fact of the exhibition space’s autonomy, and its 
distance from the “real” world of public and private architecture, has a potential that is 
increasingly being recognized and put to use. Exhibitions are becoming a place for 
researching and producing an experimental and critical architectural practice: a place 
not for the presentation of finished products, but for the production of content. The 
simultaneous limitations and license to experiment lent by the exhibition space focuses 
the object of research, allowing for the emergence of new insights, interpretations, and 
meanings. This calls into question the supposed boundary between architecture and the 
exhibition. Inquiry becomes a form of display. 
 
Thinking Incidental Space: The Exhibition as Inquiry 
Even today, Biennale pavilions tend to stage more or less classical architectural 
exhibitions using models, drawings, and photographs—media, in other words, that refer to 
a reality outside the exhibition space. But architecture can also be represented using the 
medium of architecture itself. This is where Christian Kerez enters in: for him, the 
exhibition Incidental Space stands on equal footing with his other architectural projects. 
In any of his projects, Kerez’s central concern as an architect is the knowledge to be 
gained through architectural means.  
 
It is in pursuit of this knowledge that Kerez, for the exhibition in Bruno Giacometti’s Swiss 
Pavilion in the Giardini, has built a space as an architectonic project. This space is an 
event that takes place at a specific location and justifies itself there. This space is meant 
to stand only for itself, as a claim or a thesis; not to serve as an illustration of some other 
space beyond itself, or gesture toward some particular tendency in architecture. It is not 
a reproduction or portrayal; instead, it is a process and an ephemeral manifestation. This 
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space is an experiment: a fundamental research project investigating how architectural 
spaces might be conceived and might be built, both in the imagination and in technical 
terms. In this experiment, space has primacy above all else: space as a concept, as an 
idea. But the physical manifestation of the space is also meant to be an event, one that 
gives every visitor a means of accessing the project. In this way, the Swiss Pavilion 
becomes a place of direct architectural-spatial observation and experience; in the 
Giardini, architectural space as such is put on display. In this beautiful and unique 
location, surrounded by old trees, Incidental Space engages in a dialogue with its 
contextual location, commenting on the architectural domain of follies, whose only 
purpose is to enhance and accentuate the uniqueness of the landscape. At the same time, 
it reflects on the location’s connotations as a historic exhibition space, a place where 
architecture surpasses the limits of everyday architecture, bound as it typically is to 
functionality, permanence, and communicability.  
 
With this as a starting point, Kerez’s Incidental Space attempts to explore the outer limits 
of what can be achieved in architecture today—in terms of both technical feasibility and 
the limits of our own imagination. How can you use the medium of architecture to 
contemplate an architectural space that is entirely abstract and as complex as possible? 
How could this kind of imaginary space even be visualized, and how could it be produced? 
The goal of this project was not to create a built space using any specific construction 
method, design method, or spatial program. Instead, with the help of an abstract 
architectural objective, it aimed to produce an “atomized” space, a small space with 
maximum possible complexity and with infinite interior extension—a space whose visual 
character cannot be something easily decoded, that doesn’t depict or represent any 
other space, that defies univocality and withdraws from any unambiguous legibility. In 
short, Christian Kerez sought to create a space that in no way corresponds to what 
architecture has hitherto considered to be architectural space.  
 
An assignment formulated in this way demands a design process far removed from the 
intentionality of artistic sovereignty. For Kerez, the actual work of architectural design 
isn’t found in drawing, model-building, speaking, or writing. Instead, it is fundamentally 
about making decisions: 
 

On architectural design: every construction is the outcome of a series of 
traceable decisions. But for many buildings, these decisions all just accumulate 
without any relation to each other. The finished building, to a certain degree, 
represents a catalogue of the measures that were taken. But a holistic spatial 
experience or a cogent architectural statement can only come about when all the 
decisions in the design process are reciprocally determined by one another. In 
that way, they take on their own imperative. In other words, a decision no longer 
becomes a question of personal taste, but one of architectural consistency. It is 
no longer a question of personal authority; the decision takes on a generally valid 
character, comprehensible to anyone. In this way, the search for criteria 
becomes the actual work of design; decisions result from this. These criteria of 
judgment can in turn only be derived from an overall architectural problem, an 
idea, which must be further reconsidered with every successive decision. Every 
new architectural problem demands its own specific means of investigation and 
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specific means of reflection for valid criteria to be derived from it. And if, for us, 
the architectural problem includes the search for alterity, or for the enigmatic, 
that changes nothing in this definition of architectural design. On the contrary, it 
confirms this definition by different means.  
Many buildings, particularly in contemporary architecture, achieve a holistic 
character via a shortcut in the design process: they borrow from architecture 
that has already been built, from something that has already been holistically 
worked out. This was precisely the shortcut that was precluded for us in our 
contribution to the Biennale in the Swiss Pavilion, since we didn’t want the built 
space to refer to some other space. We didn’t want it to atrophy into mere 
illustration. Instead, the space was meant to assert itself as an event at a 
particular location, for a particular time. For this reason, there was no option to 
depend on any existing work of architecture to attain some measure of certainty 
and efficiency in the design process. Instead, with our goal of generating new 
experiences, we were forced to understand architectural design as an 
intellectual adventure, full of risk. Nonetheless, Incidental Space is emphatically 
not a space that has been created at random, or worse, a space that has 
generated itself. 
In contrast to an architecture of disconnected elements, a holistic approach to 
architecture can only come about through the simultaneity of all forms of 
representation and all modes of looking. This means that all decisions, even if they 
were reached sequentially, must nonetheless coincide in the moment of looking at 
the structure. This precludes a linear design process, in which decisions are 
made independently of each other in disconnected sequence. CK 

 
As an architectural project, Incidental Space attempts to overcome the contradiction in 
terms between the enigmatic and the technically precise; it seeks to tease out a wayward 
space using a method that insists, as one of its criteria, on the maximum possible 
complexity. The space results from a deliberate combination of disparate processes. The 
character of this premise is not aesthetic or creative. Yet at the same time, the space 
doesn’t emerge by itself, it is not discovered; instead, it is sought out and then developed. 
By linking digital with manual processes, with the help of a variety of technical tools of 
translation, a highly detailed architectural space is teased into existence. It is 
transformed into a space created and formed by the caprices of the incident, where 
incident is understood in the sense of an “occurrence of an action or situation that is a 
separate unit of experience,” or as “something dependent on or subordinate to something 
else of greater or principal importance.”  In other words, it becomes an Incidental Space.  
 
Producing Incidental Space  
 

Le sens du mystère, c’est d’être tout le temps dans l’equivoque, dans les double, 
triple aspects, des soupçons d’aspects (images dans images), formes qui vont 
être, ou qui le seront selon l’état d’esprit du regardeur. Toutes choses plus que 
suggestives, puisqu’elles apparaissent.  
��Odilon Redon 
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The first phase was literally one of form-finding. Over three hundred small models—none 
measuring larger than 40 x 25 x 15 centimeters—were created by experimenting with 
different techniques and materials, combining a variety of amorphous substances like 
wax or sand into solid chunks, and then casting them in plaster. The ETH design studio 
where most of these experiments took place seemed more like a chemist’s or alchemist’s 
laboratory than a model-building workshop. The resulting gypsum casts are effigies of 
something imageless and unrepresentable—they are, in fact, a visualization of the 
contingent process of casting itself. 
 

On structure and ornament: The idea that ornamentation is a decorative 
accessory, worthless and superfluous ballast, underlies modernism’s 
criminalization of ornament. But ultimately even Adolf Loos designed highly 
emblematic architecture, structures that would be unthinkable without the 
ornamental properties of marble surfaces or the textures and jointing of wood. If 
economic limitations meant a space couldn’t be clad with natural materials, Loos 
had no hesitation in turning to paint. 

 
But even if ornament is understood on these terms, it can still very much be 
described as an additive architectural element. There is an unsettlingly austere 
beauty to be found in construction photographs of Loos’ Villa Müller, with the 
brick walls of the building’s skeleton frame exposed. At the same time, the sight 
of the rough mortar joints raises the question of whether precisely these 
ornamental qualities of the building’s brickwork could have helped incorporate 
the sensuality and the nature of the building’s collage of strict classicist spatial 
figures into a more integrated overall structure. 

 
In the case of Incidental Space, the beauty of the models that appeared when the 
casts were sawn open came from the complete correspondence between their 
spatial form and their surface texture. Or to put it another way, the 
correspondence between structure and ornament. The models were made by 
students filling cartons with materials of their choosing and casting these in 
gypsum. The dried plaster represented a kind of petrified motion, aggregating 
the transitions between the materials and drawing them into a holistic spatial 
form. From the variety of materials that were used more or less simultaneously, 
there emerged a fluid movement of apparently organic transitions. 

 
For this reason, the shift from one niche to the next, or from one cavity to the 
next, is never abrupt. Yet at the same time, the surface textures within any 
specific space of the model remain highly detailed, even where the textures were 
altered when the materials being molded were squashed or effaced by the 
substance used for casting. 

 
As with “Chinese scholars’ rocks,” individual components can still be recognized 
within these seamless transitions—from one reproduced surface to the next, 
from one surface ornament to the next, from one cavity to the next—and within 
the fusion of spatial form and spatial ornamentation. But while specific elements 
can be identified by their surface form and texture, the surfaces themselves 
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remain enigmatic in their overall appearance and composition. What led us to our 
experimental design, and to the name Incidental Space, was a desire to represent 
a specific event, one neither predictable nor calculable, but not at all random. CK 

 
After the blocks had solidified, they were split open and—using a variety of techniques—
their complex internal cavities were exposed. These cavities then became candidates for 
the space that would be 3D-scanned and digitally rescaled to form the Incidental Space. 
Thus, the “incidental” gypsum cast is to be interpreted as an architectural model and 
rescaled to fill the Sala di Pittura of the Swiss Pavilion in Venice. There, it is transformed 
into a quite different object, one large enough for a human being to physically enter, 
allowing it to be physically experienced on another bodily scale.  
 
After being submitted to a tomographic scan, the model chosen for the exhibition had to 
be gradually broken into pieces during the process of optical scanning. That is to say, the 
process of extracting the skin of the space, a skin with a surface and structure of the 
desired complexity, literally destroyed it. Then the resulting digital surface was 
segmented into different areas, so that a positive physical form of the space could be 
manufactured industrially. Depending on the specific surface and textures of the area in 
question, this was either done additively, using a 3D printer that deposited layers of furan 
sand to create a three-dimensional rendering, or the process was subtractive, the CNC 
milling of foam blocks. The highly advanced technologies used in this process here serve 
merely as a means to an end, part of a holistic design approach. 
  
The digitally produced elements served as a formwork to be subassembled into 
approximately 250 moulds and sprayed on with a thin layer of concrete. Finally, the 
manually prefabricated concrete elements were shipped to Venice and assembled in the 
Sala di Pittura of the Swiss Pavilion, creating a space inside a space. Being statically 
over-determined by its geometric complexity, the space consists of a remarkably thin 
shell, a mere two centimeters thick, produced with a specially developed mixture of 
shotcrete reinforced with glass fibres. The space has a precisely molded interior, while 
its exterior remains quite rough. This thin concrete skin is a space to be entered and 
experienced in the greatest possible richness of detail, a space where shell, structure 
and ornament are inseparably one and the same. The built space manifests itself as a thin 
line where interiority and exteriority coalesce. Since the interior space is an image that 
can actually be entered, it serves as a kind of zograscope for those who are afraid to 
enter it or otherwise incapable of going in. Even a brief glimpse inside facilitates the 
experience of a new kind of depth perception. Since the space is highly complex in visual 
terms, decoding it presents a challenge to the viewer: thanks to the sheer multiplicity of 
possible readings, in its material presence a moment of resistance is produced, 
stimulating reflection. 
 
Although the architectural space physically built in the Swiss Pavilion was the immediate 
inducement for the experiment, the created space also exists simultaneously as different 
aggregations of one cloud of data. All of these aggregations are of equal value and 
reciprocally condition each other; together they constitute Incidental Space as a project. 
In the Swiss Pavilion exhibition, this is shown by a monumental wallpaper in the Sala di 
Scultura that displays renderings of the digital scan (these renderings are not mere 
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illustrations, they are the actual building plans for the space), as well as the 
corresponding photographic details of the physical model, scaled 1:1 to the built space. 
This photographic enlargement played a crucial role throughout the process of selecting 
and refining the space. 
 

Architecture and its depiction: With the over-regulation of today’s architecture 
business, one particular mode of representation takes on enormous significance: 
rendering. More than any other medium, rendering promises control over the 
future building project. Rendering, as a form of representation, can leap over the 
entire design process, skipping over construction and the occupants moving in, 
to arrive at the end stage of those processes: reproduction as a photographic 
image, and the possibility of publication. And who can hold it against architects if 
they rework their buildings on screen, or even need renderings to represent 
buildings they have finished?  

 
In a sense, with Incidental Space, we are bringing this most manipulable of all 
forms of representation back down to reality, and reincorporating it into the 
construction process. Our project is actually the scan of a cracked open plaster 
form—in other words, an enormous immaterial data cloud. However, the project in 
the Swiss Pavilion looks nothing like a normal rendering: renderings very often 
involve volumes constructed using simple geometry, which for this reason are 
transparent. They are drawn with a computer, then wallpapered over with 
photographs of materials or patterns. By contrast, our data cloud is a digital 
cuckoo’s egg, not drawn with a computer, but measured, mapped or scanned at 
high resolution. 

 
And this gigantic mass of data is the basis for the 3D-printing or milling of the 
project’s formwork elements, and also the basis for all the renderings of 
Incidental Space. This means that both the built three-dimensional space and the 
printed rendering are direct images of the same dataset. In this way, you could 
say the space is a built rendering, while the rendering is a space printed on 
paper. For this reason the curator Sandra Oehy and I decided to exhibit both 
media with equal status: the renderings are shown in the Sala di Scultura, while 
the physical space is exhibited in the Sala di Pittura of Bruno Giacometti’s small 
garden museum. 

 
Throughout the building process, the renderings were printed out in the same 
dimensions as the completed space. They served as an implementation plan, as a 
detailed plan on a 1:1 scale, and as an overview on a 1:5 scale. Using the 
renderings, we were able keep track of the accuracy of the milling and printing 
processes, and monitor how different computer programs reproduced the same 
basic data. Rendering used as a detailed plan—nothing could be further from the 
commercial aesthetic of rendering usually seen in competitions.  

 
As accurate and realistic as our reproduction based on renderings may be, the 
pictures themselves remain enigmatic: there is hardly a space less suited to two-
dimensional representation than Incidental Space. Surfaces that appear to the 
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observer of the three-dimensional space as crooked, burst, messy, or at an angle 
to an upright wall, are collapsed in the rendering into one and the same surface. 
Things that in the actual space seem set back or to jut further forward, here 
appear at the same distance from the spectator. Without exact knowledge of the 
form of the physical space, these renderings can only be read as an accumulation 
of strange textures and ornaments, on a sliding scale of brightness, created by 
slicing open a closed space. 

 
In this creation process, the depiction of the space was more than simply a form 
of representation; it was an inherent part of the chain of production. The space 
constructed for the Venice Biennale could be understood as a materialized scan, 
one large enough to walk into, since here the image of the space and the space 
itself are simply two manifestations of one and the same thing. CK 

 
With Incidental Space, Kerez reveals the extent to which the depiction of architecture can 
alter the very nature and possibilities of architecture. The project does not privilege the 
architectural object over the process; neither is it simply a pure research project. It aims 
to create an architectural object, with aesthetic and formal qualities, that is 
simultaneously an exhibition project to be experienced. But at the same time, it looks to 
use the medium of the architectural exhibition as a method of inquiry and a basis for 
fundamental research. 
 
Incorporating the ephemeral aspects of an exhibition, Incidental Space could only be 
achieved using the latest technologies, as well as the resources, research groundwork, 
and expertise made available by an extensive network of collaborators. In this sense, it 
reflects the potential of architectural production as an interdisciplinary practice that 
goes beyond building in any narrow sense. This demands intensive exchange between 
research and architectural practice, as well as interdisciplinary collaboration among 
architects, engineers, art experts, and specialists in digital production. Time and again, 
the task of architecture must be to provide food for thought by setting itself new 
frontiers, challenging received ideas about the discipline. The title of this year’s La 
Biennale di Venezia, by Alejandro Aravena, is Reporting from the Front. As a project and 
an exhibition, Incidental Space does not report about a front somewhere far away. It 
produces one in Venice itself. 
 
Note : 
1 Beatriz Colomina, quoted on the back cover of Exhibiting Architecture: Place and 
Displacement, eds. Thordis Arrnius, Mari Lending, Wallis Miller, Jeremie Michael McGowan 
(Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers, 2014).  
2 “Incident,” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/incident. 
3 Odilon Redon, À soi-même: Journal 1867–1915, notes sur la vie, l’art et les artistes 
(Paris: Floury, 1922), 97. 
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Collateral Event of the 15th International Architecture Exhibition –  
La Biennale di Venezia 

 
«Salon Suisse»: Wake up! A path towards 
better architecture 
 
Responsible for the programme: Leïla el-Wakil 
Location: Palazzo Trevisan degli Ulivi, Dorsoduro 810, Vaporetto stop: Zattere 
 
The «Salon Suisse», organized by the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia and running con-
comitantly to the exhibition at the Pavilion of Switzerland, is one of Switzerland’s official 
contributions to the 15th International Architecture Exhibition. Consisting of a series of 
talks and events, it provides an opportunity to question architecture in a stimulating at-
mosphere. 

In its fifth year, the «Salon Suisse» is drafted by Leïla el-Wakil, architect, art historian 
and professor at Geneva University. For the opening event and over the course of four 
weekends during the Biennale Architettura 2016, she proposes an inspiring programme 
that focuses on consideration for heritage and tradition, sustainability, equity and ethics 
of tomorrow’s «glocal» architecture.  

The two-fold aim of the «Salon Suisse» is to discuss and re-evaluate fundamental ideas 
resulting from a balanced conception of modernity, and to participate in setting these as 
adapted guidelines for architecture in the 21st century. Since the first oil crisis in 1973, 
research, teaching and experiments to develop forms of slow architecture have been 
numerous. New alternatives to the mainstream industrialized modes of construction were 
also explored, such as bio-climatic methods, the use of recyclable materials, self-build, 
and concerns about constructive traditions. But these pioneers’ experiments were kept 
to the sidelines. Now, thanks to the global diffusion of these ideas via the internet, a multi-
tude of innovative, cost-efficient and meaningful architectural solutions often based on 
lessons from the past, proliferate worldwide. One can observe an empowerment of archi-
tecture by its users. The «Salon Suisse» offers a space for reflection on topics such as 
tradition as modernity, reuse and recycling, the priority of human beings and human 
needs, «Small is beautiful», and the Existenzminimum for all, at a time of greediness for 
some. Swiss and foreign architects, engineers, researchers, filmmakers and artists are 
invited to share their knowledge and experience around the theme of «a better architec-
ture for tomorrow». 

The opening event takes place on 26 May at 6.30pm outdoors in front of the Palazzo Tre-
visan and is accompanied by an Apéro riche. It will offer words of greeting by Salonnière 
Leïla el-Wakil, a performance of the drama «The hell of reinforced concrete», written by 
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Hassan Fathy (1964) and statements on the Salon’s title «Wake up! A path towards better 
architecture» by Anna Heringer (Germany), Martin Rauch (Austria), and Simón Vélez (Co-
lombia). 

The opening will be followed by a visit to the Palazzo Trevisan of some special guests from 
Liechtenstein on Saturday 28 May at 1pm. «New Schools of Thought», an intensive, 
ephemeral event exploring the borders of architectural education with short spoken in-
puts, critiques and performances by experts, is based on the international research pro-
ject with the same name initiated at the University of Liechtenstein (www.uni.li/nest).  

The «Salon Suisse» continues in June (16 to 18 June) with the theme «Let’s rediscover». 
Guests include young Geneva-based company Terrabloc who explore sustainability and 
the economic use of resources, and architect Salma Samar Damluji from Beirut, who 
questions how to integrate new buildings without destroying the harmony and spirit of 
traditional building methods. Manuel Herz offers a guided tour of his «Pavilion for the 
Western Sahara», followed by architect Bill Bouldin speaking about his emergency con-
structions built in Gaza in 2009 and a screening of the documentary «Hors Champs 
d’Oliviers» in the presence of filmmaker Dominique Fleury. 

In September (8 to 10 September), Salonnière Leïla el-Wakil returns to Venice and en-
courages us with the title «Let’s build». The theme of self-build will be central to this Sa-
lon. Since World War II, attempts of re-appropriation of house construction were made by 
movements such as Castors in France or the hippie generation in different communities 
such as Christiania in Copenhagen or Montredon in Larzac. Guests include Daniel 
Grataloup (Geneva), Mariana Correia (Portugal), Ahmad Hamid (Egypt) as well as the 
Egyptian artist Ammar Abo Bakr. 

The third Salon (20 to 22 October) entitled «Let’s dig» explores «underground architec-
ture», an ancient type of construction. Reinterpreting troglodytic devices within contem-
porary architecture is still a challenge, but might provide a solution for energy expenses. 
Architect and pioneer in the field Peter Vetsch (Zurich) will visit the «Salon Suisse», 
Mahnaz Ashrafi (Iran) will speak about the Iranian plateau, one of the richest concentra-
tion of troglodytic dwellings, and priest and scholar Maximous El-Antony will tell the public 
about a Coptic complex of churches and worship places in the mountain of Mukkatam 
(Egypt). 

During the last weekend of the Biennale Architettura 2016, «Let’s reduce» (24 to 26 No-
vember) explores how we can build smartly and for the poor. This final Salon, which will 
end in an artistic synthesis where creation and interrogation will be linked, includes 
guests such as LVPH, a young Swiss architecture practice which has explored the poten-
tial of small-sized housing and renowned architect David Adjaye (London, New York, Ac-
cra) and maecena Ellen Baxter (New York), who will talk about a new typology for afforda-
ble housing. Once again, the Salon will leave the Palazzo Trevisan to visit the Pavilion 
«Horizontal Metropolis» with Cyril Veillon (EPFL/Archizoom). 

For the duration of the series of events, the «Salon Suisse» is open three days a week, 
on Thursday to Saturday from 7.00pm. A detailed programme of the «Salon Suisse» 
events will be published on: www.biennials.ch. 
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LAUFEN Bathrooms AG is partner of the «Salon Suisse» and is contributing to the events 
at the Palazzo Trevisan with the intention of participating in and encouraging an interna-
tional dialogue in the fields of architecture and art. 

The «Salon Suisse» 2016 will be exclusively accompanied and documented by Hochpar-
terre, its official media partner. Hochparterre will provide background information with 
written articles, audiostatements, visuals and free live streaming of part of the «Salon 
Suisse» talks on www.hochparterre.ch/salonsuisse  
 
Note to editors 

Leïla el-Wakil 

Leïla el-Wakil was born in Cairo and currently lives and works in Geneva, Switzerland. Pro-
fessor at the University of Geneva, Leïla el-Wakil has been trained both as an architect 
(EAUG) and as a historian of art (PhD in Humanities, Geneva University). Benefiting from 
these two-fold competencies, she has developed an original scientific competence in his-
tory of architecture, focusing on the XIXth and XXth century constructions, heritage con-
servation, Egyptian and Arab, as well as vernacular architecture. She published plenty of 
articles and books on Swiss, European and Egyptian architecture, notably Hassan Fathy 
dans son temps (Gollion, Paris, InFolio, 2013). Besides her academic career, Leïla el-Wakil 
is actively engaged in the field of heritage conservation. Websites: 
https://www.unige.ch/lettres/armus/istar/corpsenseignant/architecture/mer/ 
http://lelwakil.blog.tdg.ch/about.html 
 

The Palazzo Trevisan degli Ulivi in Venice 

The second floor of the Palazzo Trevisan degli Ulivi at Zattere belongs to the Swiss Con-
federation and houses the offices of the Swiss Consulate. Initiated by Pro Helvetia, the 
«Salon Suisse» is held in the main room of the Palazzo as of 2012. Palazzo Trevisan degli 
Ulivi, Dorsoduro 810, is close to Campo S. Agnese. The nearest vaporetto stop is Zattere. 
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Guest projects at the Palazzo Trevisan  

Location: Palazzo Trevisan degli Ulivi, Dorsoduro 810, Vaporetto stop: Zattere 

As well as organising the project at the Pavilion of Switzerland and the Collateral Event 
«Salon Suisse», the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia supports two projects which will take 
place at the Palazzo Trevisan degli Ulivi, which belongs to the Swiss Confederation and 
houses the offices of the Swiss Consulate and the annual «Salon Suisse».  
 
«New Schools of Thought: Challenging the frontiers of architectural education» 

Date: Saturday, 28 May 2016, 1-3pm 

As special guests of the collateral event «Salon Suisse», organised by the Swiss Arts 
Council Pro Helvetia, «New Schools of Thought» is an intensive, informal event challenging 
the frontiers of architectural education and mediation. Through a series of one-to-one 
conversations with experts, new tendencies emerging from the first findings of the in-
ternational research project NEST conducted at the University of Liechtenstein 
(www.uni.li/nest) are being discussed. Confirmed speakers include Odile Decq, architect 
and Dean of Confluence Institute for Innovation and Creative Strategies in Architecture in 
Lyon, Martino Stierli, the Philip Johnson Chief Curator of Architecture and Design at The 
Museum of Modern Art in New York, Harriet Harriss, Senior Lecturer at the Royal College 
of Art in London and Lukas Feireiss, curator and writer from Berlin. They will engage in 
conversations with members of the research project NEST, Christopher Pierce (Architec-
tural Association School of Architecture), Angelika Schnell and Wolfgang Tschapeller 
(Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna), Johan de Walsche (University of Antwerp) and Peter 
Staub (University of Liechtenstein) among others. During the event a free publication, 
«New Schools of Thought», containing articles, interviews and projects that explore the 
contemporary contexts of new schools of thought, the expanding field of architectural 
education as well as spaces of learning will be launched. 

Updates and detailed information will be published on: www.uni.li/biennale. 

«Experiencing the Museum, a conference-debate on the contemporary architectural 
design of museums by Pôle muséal* in collaboration with the Swiss Arts Council Pro 
Helvetia» 

Date: Saturday, 28 May 2016, 7pm (welcome at 6.30pm) 

A museum is a special architectural creation in more than one sense. An emblematic 
component of the urban landscape, it embodies and conveys a great many representa-
tions emanating from the community that built it. The actors involved in such projects all 
have their own perceptions and expectations regarding the edifice. Which means that the 
role of the architect is not only to allow dialogue, but also to distil broader perspectives in 
order to achieve the best possible result. 

Interventions: State of Vaud/Pôle muséal: State Councillor Anne-Catherine Lyon, State 
Councillor Pascal Broulis, Mrs Chantal Prod’Hom, director of the Musée de design et 
d’arts appliqués contemporains (mudac) and president of the Management Board of Pôle 
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muséal, Lausanne; Architects : Mr Christophe Gantenbein, Christ & Gantenbein, Basel; Mr 
Fabrizio Barozzi, Barozzi/Veiga, Barcelona; Mr Manuel Aires Mateus, Aires Mateus, Lis-
bon. 

Moderator: Mrs Adelina von Fürstenberg, director and founder of ART for The World 

The event will be in English. Entrance is free but places are limited and no reservation is 
possible. 

* N. B.: Pôle muséal has a brand new Corporate Identity since 23 May which will be intro-
duced during the event. For further information please visit www.polemuseal.ch.
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Other Swiss contributions to the  
15th International Architecture Exhibition –  
La Biennale di Venezia 

As in previous editions of International Architecture Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia, 
the Pavilion of Switzerland and the «Salon Suisse» are not the only places where Switzer-
land’s architectural tradition and lively architecture scene can be experienced. 

The 15th International Architecture Exhibition, titled «Reporting from the Front», is cu-
rated by Alejandro Aravena and organized by La Biennale di Venezia, chaired by Paolo 
Baratta. It includes 88 participants from 37 different countries.  

In the Giardini della Biennale, a project by Manuel Herz Architects entitled «The Pavilion of 
the Western Sahara» occupies an outdoor space close to the Central Pavilion. The con-
struction takes the shape of a typical tent found in the refugee camps of the Western Sa-
hara, and is adorned on the inside with a tapestry woven in the camps that tells the story 
of the refugees’ daily life. 

Raphael Zuber’s «Spaces» will be shown in the Central Pavilion in the Giardini. His 
presentation includes four different projects: a weekend house, a funeral chapel, the Uni-
versity in Mendrisio and an apartment building. All four will be displayed as plates and 3D 
projections. 

Christian Kerez is also contributing to the main Pavilion of the Biennale with «Jardim Co-
lombo: a Selective Chronology». As with his project at the Swiss Pavilion, Kerez does not 
present a finished theme or project. Instead he examines the architecture of favelas us-
ing the example of the extension of a favela in Sao Paulo and the underlying research by 
Hugo Mesquita.  

There are two site-specific installations located in the Corderie at the Arsenale. The first 
installation, «More than a hundred years», by Christ & Gantenbein with Stefano Graziani, 
entails a standing open book built as a monumental brick wall. The book’s front side 
serves as a display for diptychs, while from the back, brick buttresses suggest a Pirane-
sian etching. The second, entitled, «Beyond Bending», by Block Research Group, ETH Zur-
ich Ochsendorf, DeJong & Block and The Escobedo Group, consists of an expressive shell 
executed in unreinforced, cut stone.  

Also in the Corderie of the Arsenale, Luigi Snozzi of Studio Snozzi presents the «Monte 
Carasso masterplan» an already realised restoration plan for the small village Monte 
Carasso at Canton Ticino.  

In the outdoor space of the Arsenale Atelier, Peter Zumthor & Partner present its project 
for a building for the Permanent Collection of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
Models, texts and videos demonstrate the atelier’s vision of an iconic building at the cen-
tre of social life, a landmark for the city with a tectonic presence that forms the civic 
space around it. 
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In addition, there are several Swiss architects taking part in other national contributions, 
such as Charlotte Malterre-Barthes of MAS Urban Design at the Chair of Marc Angélil 
from the department of Architecture (ETH Zurich) at the Egyptian Pavilion, Urban Think 
Tank at the Pavilion of Bosnia and Antonio Scarponi at the Italian Pavilion.


